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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 316, Sunday October 21, 2012
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Focus Groups
The announcement was deferred on the weekend of September 15 due to the embassy riots, which
ranged from the Netherlands to Sydney. As detailed in Issue 313 the announcement was also delayed
repeatedly on the next weekend of September 22 as Heads of State, alerted during the week that an
announcement had been planned, began calling in with requested changes until it was too late, running
into Sunday afternoon with the markets again opening for the week. As detailed in Issue 314 the
announcement was attempted on the last weekend of the month, September 30, via the Emergency Alert
System, which was then discovered sabotaged at so many points that it again ran into Sunday afternoon
when the markets were due to open for the week. As detailed in Issue 315 the announcement was again
pressed forward, this time for the weekend of October 6, avoiding the Emergency Alert System but instead
using the Oval Office Address route. This route likewise met sabotage and legal challenges until the
attempts found themselves at Sunday afternoon, with the markets about to open. By the following
weekend of October 13, the blocks to an Oval Office Address had been effectively rooted out, but the
Romney bounce from the first Presidential debate now had the Obama campaign frantic. Could they risk
losing the election, with scant time to recover from any adverse reaction? As a last check, focus groups
were assembled and tested, settling the issue. No announcement would be made until after the election.

ZetaTalk Comment 10/14/2012: During the week going into the second weekend in October, the Obama
campaign could not contain their anxiety about what the announcement might do to Obama’s chances.
There seemed not enough time to counter any trend or backlash. It would clearly be seen as an October
surprise, even if backed up by NASA facts. There would be that lingering suspicion that it was all made up,
to trip the election in Obama’s favor. Romney’s bounce after the first debate lasted for at least a week, just
now turning around to favor Obama again. Would they achieve the announcement but lose the election?
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How would that benefit the world? These were the arguments in heated debates within the administration.
It was decided to hold focus groups, who were given a “theoretical” situation, posed as fiction, of what an
October surprise that looked suspect might do to their voting preferences. First the focus group was polled
as to their preferences. Then they were presented with an actor posing as Obama, relaying the actual
words Obama planned to use in his Oval Office Address. Then the focus groups received a brief lecture, a
film from a NASA spokesperson. At no time were they told this was the truth. Then they were polled again
as to voting preferences and a significant number suspected it was all a hoax. It seemed so unbelievable!
If this were the truth, why is this the first they heard about it?
This puts the announcement on hold until after the election. Just what the Council of Worlds decides to do,
in the meantime, is unknown at this time. They have declared war on the cover-up, but cannot fault Obama
for trying. He struggled for a month during sabotage by professional cover-up artists. Disasters within the
US, which Obama addresses well and with compassion, would not hurt Obama’s chances, and in fact
would likely enhance them. Thus the S American roll with some sinking of Caribbean islands, extreme N
American bow tension and early New Madrid quakes might occur, as all of this is well behind schedule.
Signs in the skies are beginning to be seen without filters, worldwide, and this trend is likely to increase so
the Earth changes are connected to this presence.
Disbelief indeed can be expected among those who have held the belief that the government would tell
them if a threat were approaching. Per the Zetas, denial will be rampant even when the passage is obvious
and Planet X visible in the sky for all to see. The range of reactions will be broad.
ZetaTalk Prediction 3/13/2004: Governments will get reclusive, be less available to the public, not
respond to phone calls or demands for briefings except in a limited manner, and in general try to avoid the
hard questions. As disasters happen, those arms of the government or volunteer units tasked with
responding will rise to the occasion, tents erected, meals served, and the message that it is important for
each and every citizen to do some planning on their own. In that most families live from paycheck to
paycheck, and have nowhere but home to go, the public will continue to report to work and children kept in
school. The familiar comforts, routine keeps the mind off worry, and until a crisis hits home and moving is
imperative, moves will not be made.
We have predicted that many will party into the pole shift, choosing to ignore danger as they have made a
decision to die in comfort rather than adjust to a harsh new life without toys. Others, ill or aged, will made
similar decisions out of realism, knowing they will be unlikely to do well when displaced, or not wanting to
be a burden on others. But those who have determined to survive, taking their loved ones and others into a
new life, can plan. Discussions and shopping trips, arrangements to send the wife and children to the farm
well ahead of any crisis, plans and alternate plans and what to do if separated with the phone lines dead.
All to the good, as all can make their peace with what is coming, all have an opportunity to say their good
byes in loving times, and the best possible outcome for all will thus result.
One predictable reaction is for the paid debunkers, and those who shrilled against the truth out of fear, to
disappear when the announcement is made. If Heads of State canceled their trips around the world on the
weekend of September 22, anticipating the announcement that weekend, one debunker who attacked the
ZetaTalk message with gusto, denying the existence of Planet X, is on the run, quickly slipping from the
scene.
It's Not Worth the Death Threats
09/27/2012 by Dr. Astro, Unofficial official GLP "astromoner"
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2001954/pg1
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Yesterday I learned that death threats were being made against me on Flickr by a new user who registered
under the screen name "astromutmustdie." I've decided that enough is enough. As much as I have enjoyed
being here, as much as I have enjoyed debunking astronomical nonsense, and as much as I have
appreciated the friends I've found here, it's not worth the death threats, especially when people I call
friends are getting hit by it too.

Costa Rica Plate Shift
Earthquakes along fault lines or plate borders routinely affect one or more plates, but seldom reach out
beyond the immediate plates affected. But the 7.9 (quickly downgraded) striking Costa Rica September 5,
2012 registered changes in the plate position from Australia in the west to the Atlantic in the east.
Aftershocks rattled the region for days. The quake occurred at the point where the S American roll forces
the Caribbean Plate over the Cocos Plate and the tiny Panama platelet touches. A three-way crunch for
that point, thus.
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Buoys reflected the widespread plate movement from the eastern side of the Indio-Australia Plate off the
coast of Australia all the way through the Caribbean Plate and up along the East Coast of the US, and
even up along the West Coast to Alaska! Thus the N American Plate and the Pacific Plate were involved in
plate adjustments as well as the Caribbean and the Cocos plates!

The continuous pressure of the S American roll also caused the Fuego volcano in Guatemala to violently
erupt on September 14, 2012. This point in Guatemala also lies on the edge of the Caribbean Plate where
it is being pushed over the Cocos Plate. Per the Zeta, Central America is most definitely in harm’s way
during the 7 of 10 plate adjustments.
ZetaTalk Warning 12/11/2010: Where have we failed? We have used words like fractured, crumbled,
crunched, experiencing great trauma, dragged along, or ground up. In addition to what will happen to the
land mass, we have mentioned exploding volcanoes very near at hand, and water rushing completely over
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such lowlands as the Yucatan and Panama. How have we failed to relay what is coming? If total
destruction does not occur during the 7 of 10, it will during the hour of the pole shift if not before that time.
We have described the 7 of 10 as moving the top of S American Plate 250 miles to the west. Not all this
movement involves S America, due to adjustments elsewhere, but nevertheless Panama and Costa Rica
will be crushed during the 7 of 10 by the grinding movement of the hump as the great S American Plate
grinds over it.

South Sea Worries
Beyond the worries of rising seas washing over low-lying islands, there is the worry of atolls used for
atomic bomb testing spewing their poisons into the oceans. Murorua, an atoll at the end of the Society
Islands, was used extensively by the French for such testing in the past, which has come back to haunt
them.

Nuclear Fears over French Polynesia Atoll Collapse
August 10, 2012
http://www.radioaustralia.net.au/pacific/2012-08-10/nuclear-fears-over-french-polynesia-atoll-collapse/996942
The issue was detailed in a leaked report from the Ministry of Defense to the French government dated
March 2010. Radioactive material could be released into the Pacific Ocean if the atoll were to collapse.
France has done altogether 193 nuclear test explosions in Murorua.
ZetaTalk Comment 8/25/2012: Murorua is at the end of the Society Island chain, which is at a point where
three different Pacific plates touch. Thus shifting ground is inevitable, and has only begun to be evident.
Will this send radioactive soil into the sea, to be washed about? Absolutely. After all the tests done
primarily by the French, it was expected that the atoll would hold radioactive material until it degraded.
Surprise! These tests were done prior to the discovery in 1983, via the IRAS balloon, that Planet X indeed
existed and was in the neighborhood! The radioactive dust will dissipate, though beaches may retain a
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portion in places. Just as the Hawaiian Islands will rise during the compression of the Pacific, the Society
Islands will likewise rise, slightly more radioactive, but still livable.
Then there are the drowning islands, as the Pacific plates compress. What to do about drowning
residents? The residents of the South Sea island of Rarotonga have New Zealand citizenship, and can
look forward to a swift rescue when the waves finally wash over their former homeland. Others will not be
as lucky.

Cook Islands Prepare for Hillary Clinton Visit
August 17, 2012
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10827713
The South Pacific island chain, home to just 10,000 people, is buzzing as it prepares for the expected visit
of the US secretary of state. Clinton is expected to attend the Pacific Islands Forum, an annual meeting of
Pacific leaders that begins Aug. 27 on the main island of Rarotonga.
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ZetaTalk Comment 8/25/2012: The Cook islands are in an unfortunate position as they ride on a portion
of the Pacific plates that will slide under the Indo-Australian Plate as the Pacific compresses. The Tonga
Trench is the point of sheer. We have stated that the islands of New Zealand will not tear apart during the
plate movements, as both the North and South islands cling to the Indo-Australian plate, despite any fault
lines that might lead one to think differently. The islands of the South Pacific that share the Indo-Australian
advantage, such as West Samoa, can expect a major boost in elevation during the Pole Shift, but the Cook
Islands are not among them. Since the Cook Islands belong to New Zealand, the residents there can
expect rescue from New Zealand, and this is under discussion with US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.
New Zealand has asked for US assistance, logistically, should an emergency evacuation be required. US
ships may be positioned closer to the Cook Islands, which at first glance might seem to be a push-back
against China aggression and an alliance with New Zealand, but due to the continuing cover-up over the
expected impact of the plate movements we have predicted, the real reason for any such presence is
being denied.

Boars and Bears
What do they have in common? They both have been known to eat people and they both can be eaten by
people. Wild pigs can be vicious and as the movies have shown us, will eat people are readily as truffles.
Bears likewise are omnivores, and maneaters will emerge in the Aftertime. Per the Zetas, it will be man
against bear in Alaska until the winner is established. The Zetas have predicted that wildlife will be hunted
almost to extinction near population centers after the Pole Shift.
ZetaTalk Alaska: Beware the bears, who will have their habitat invaded. Alaska after the shift will be a war
between man and bear, with one eating the other.

Grizzly Bear Kills Backpacker in Alaska's Denali National Park
August 25, 2012
http://articles.cnn.com/2012-08-25/us/us_alaska-bear-attack
A lone backpacker was killed in a grizzly bear attack while hiking in Alaska's Denali National Park.
Deer Hunter Kills Hogzilla
October 19, 2011
http://blog.newsok.com/outdoors/2011/10/19/deer-hunter-kills-hogzilla/
Early last week Winston Brown took his crossbow and climbed up into a tree stand near Rush Springs in
hope of harvesting his first deer of the season. Instead he came home with 760 pounds of wild hog. It took
three arrows from Brown’s crossbow to kill the beast, which is perhaps the largest feral swine ever killed in
Oklahoma.
Man Eaten by Hogs at Oregon Farm
October 1, 2012
http://www.kptv.com/story/19688341/oregon-man-eaten-by-hogs-body-%20found-in-several-pieces
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An Oregon man trying to feed his 700-pound hogs was eaten by the animals, and sheriff's deputies are
trying to determine what led up to his death.

Led by Children
Seeing beyond traditional solutions will be required, something children excel at. The Zetas have predicted
than in many cases survival communities will be led by children, though they may not recognize this when
it occurs.
ZetaTalk Prediction 1/15/2002: Survival groups, stunned by what has happened and in despair over being
abandoned and lied to by their governments, in shock over the adjustments to their prior lifestyle and
depressed over the adjustments that must be made, will be led by children, who will see resources and
avenues not apparent to their parents and caretakers. They will find each other, and communicate, and
create bonds between groups that the adults would not think possible. They will be the visionaries of the
future, among human survival groups, to a degree that would stun their parents now. Children have ways
of influencing their elders which the elders scarcely take note of, but an analysis of the process shows that
the child is leading.
A Finegan Fine chapter called New Leaders weaves together this concept of being led by children along
with the suggestion that pig farms might need to be re-established after the Pole Shift from wild pig stock.
The wagon master is a young girl about 11 years of age. She is barefoot, wears bib jeans with a t-shirt
underneath, and has her hair in braids on either side. She secures the reins and hops off the wagon seat,
pulling a board nailed onto a stake from the wagon bed. On the board, in red paint, are the words "Wild
Piglets". She walks over to a clear area near the barbeque pit, reserved for her display, and hammers the
stake into the ground there, tossing the hammer into her wagon. One of her two men picks up a covered
bucket of barbeque sauce from the wagon bed and returns to baste the now roasting pig. The other comes
to help the girl unload the piglets in cages. The piglets are young, only about a foot long, and protesting,
squealing. After they offload the piglet cages, she immediately turns on her heel and comes over to the
shoeman, who says, “Howdy Matilda.” Matilda says, “They ate another pair.” The shoeman smiles and
says, “You gotta stop kicking at them beasts.”
Matilda comes up to a woman who looks like she is about to cry, talking to a man getting red in the face.
The woman says, “But you owe me a hen. You promised. We ain't had meat ta home for a month.” The
man is fuming. “They're all sitting eggs, I tell you. Cain't you wait a couple weeks?” Matilda is looking from
one to the other, saying nothing. Finally, she sees a break in the argument and says to the woman, “How
big did you say that old coop you got on your place is?” The man and woman stare at each other for a
moment, suddenly realizing a solution. Both talking at once almost on top of each other. He says, “You got
a coop? I'm outta space and with the new'uns coming. Ya know, chicks take to a new coop like its home
after a day er so. They free range, just let 'em out in the morning and call 'em back at night.” She says, “Big
as the house, but the hen's er all gone now since Earl passed. He did the chickens en all. We got no feed,
used corn during Earl's day.” Matilda is walking away, smiling to herself. Finegan is again standing in
amazement that a young girl is apparently in the running in a campaign, and taken seriously. He says,
under his breath, “But she's a girl!”
A tall, muscular man is standing on the wagon addressing the crowd. He is wearing suit pants and a vest,
with a long sleeved white shirt on under the vest, rolled up at the sleeves. He is wearing a tie, but this has
been loosened at the neck, his shirt collar open a bit as the day has gotten warm. He is showing a 5
o'clock shadow. From a distance one can hear his pitch. “Build roads” The crowd seems lukewarm, only a
half dozen furiously applauding. The first candidate nods and takes a slight bow, and then steps off the
wagon. The second candidate is a stocky woman in a voluminous dress. Her hair has been piled on top of
her head and she is bedecked with costume jewelry. Rings are stuffed over her plump fingers. She is
helped up onto the wagon by a couple backers who stand under her ample buttocks as she heaves herself
up the step. She straightens up and clears her throat. “The rule of law must be our first concern. There are
simply no guidelines. I've taken the initiative of drawing up statutes that give clear guidelines.”
Finegan is still trying to get his head around the idea that a little girl could be in the competition. “Her father
ran a pig farm, and they all escaped when the troubles hit. Ran off into the swamp. Well they go wild after
a time. But she got 'em back, is breeding 'em tame again. OK, so she's got guts, I'll give her that”. Finegan
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is shaking his head, muttering to himself. “I watched her. It's not what she says. It's what she gets other
people to do. I dunno. I dunno, but they're fretting and fussing. Then comes Matilda. Then when she leaves
they're set to go off to do somethin. But I never hear her tell them what to do. She points to this or that one
and asks a question. That's it. Huh.” Now Matilda is jumping up on the wagon, to thunderous applause.
“Clem says I'm the jell in the jello, and my dad always said I brung his mind to a focus, but to my way of
thinking it ain't me. It's you. It's you come up with what to do, and it's you who do it. But we rounded up the
pigs now and I've got more time. If this is what you want me to do, then I'm happy to help.” With that,
Matilda hops off the wagon and continues to work the crowd on the edge of the seating area. Finegan is
still dumbfounded. “Huh.
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